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Making Simple Robots is based on one idea: Anybody can build a robot! That includes kids, school

teachers, parents, and non-engineers. If you can knit, sew, or fold a flat piece of paper into a box,

you can build a no-tech robotic part. If you can use a hot glue gun, you can learn to solder basic

electronics into a low-tech robot that reacts to its environment. And if you can figure out how to use

the apps on your smart phone, you can learn enough programming to communicate with a simple

robot.Written in language that non-engineers can understand, Making Simple Robots helps

beginners move beyond basic craft skills and materials to the latest products and tools being used

by artists and inventors. Find out how to animate folded paper origami, design a versatile robot

wheel-leg for 3D printing, or program a rag doll to blink its cyborg eye. Each project includes

step-by-step directions as well as clear diagrams and photographs. And every chapter offers

suggestions for modifying and expanding the projects, so that you can return to the projects again

and again as your skill set grows.
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You've watched the development of the geek renaissance with joy, but from the sidelines. You don't

like programming, understand calculus, or know much about physical science. You celebrate Pi Day

with all your mathy friends, and you follow IFLS on Facebook. You get Instructables e-mails ever

since that one epic Halloween project. You joined the hackerspace to use their laser cutter for a

craft idea you had to try. Maybe you've even made something using a 3D printer when your public

library got a grant and held an intro class. You enjoy these things, but they are the wading pool, and

you are still wary of deeper waters, remembering how miserably you failed to swim in grade school.

At the thought of doing any major robotics, electronics, or engineering project, you still feel

intimidated. No, no, wrong word, not intimidated; you like to learn, you have the spirit of a do'er and

a maker. You're just a bit... outside. Perhaps you could best describe yourself as being not

science-y exactly, but friendly with the science-y.Now with all these cool-looking projects at your

doorstep, you're starting to wonder... is it because you're a girl, caught up in the bias of your

generation's teachers? Is it because your high school was impoverished? Or maybe you are a white

male of economic means, but you blithely pigeonholed yourself right alongside the burned-out

junior-high guidance counselor who told you you were a humanities sort of kid.The generation

above us, the one that believed that science isn't for everyone, has been proven wrong. Now the

maker revolution is come.

That is collection of different project, each of them covering a separate aspect of robotics, like

different materials, different kinds of movement, or interaction. It is not meant to complete one robot

that incorporates all of the above, those are all separate projects, and they are all very

different.Many of the projects require substantial investment, like littleBits sets or a 3D printer (or 3D

printing service), although 3D printing is something that is more and more available, if not in homes,

than at schools and libraries, so it might not be such a big deal. The projects range from sculpting

your face over a printed photo with a Model Magic clay, to sewing, to soldering to Scratch and

Arduino programming. Each of the projects is interesting by itself, and there is a lot of extra

information about each topic, including history of the subject and why is it important, and links to

where to find more information.I think that as a concept, this book is great and has lots of interesting

ideas. But as a practical guide, I am not so sure, because of so many different expensive or obscure

equipment being used for the projects that are quite simplistic and basic. My 5 year old is trying to



work on the project on the front cover (obviously, with help), because we do have littleBits already,

but who in their right mind will go and buy littleBits for this project instead of a motor and some

wires? And if you do have littleBits than why choose this book with only two littleBits projects?

(maybe because as of now there is only one other book on littleBits, and with poor reviews?) And

where on Earth can we find 5 inch long thin rubber bands for the project?
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